Understanding the Problem...

One Pastor wrote: “The person who is searching for a shovel does not desire a shovel, they desire a hole somewhere.”

In Matthew Desmond’s New York Times bestseller; EVICTED, he entitled the epilogue; “Home and Hope.” He draws these three conclusions:

The home is the center of life...
The home is the wellspring of personhood...
The home remains the primary basis of life...

The challenge we face is a growing Cabarrus County population, causing an increase in housing prices where even “affordable housing” is not affordable. We face families that are in 2nd & 3rd generation housing crisis, requiring more training in basic life skills, and a growing presence of mental health issues that exceed the capabilities of most homeless service providers. Many of our families in housing crisis are single moms, for whom we are helping to find a way to overcome impossible odds.

The Path to Stability begins as we connect with homeless families or individuals, either from an emergency shelter, a domestic violence shelter, a motel, a basement, a car or the streets; to programs designed to stabilize health and safety and give the parents a chance to breathe—and think past today.

Our response should allow them the opportunity to gain stability and a sense of direction, develop a plan and begin implementing that plan. Services must address the complex issues that develop during the cycle of loss and allow sufficient time to establish stability, support systems and resources to progress to market level affordability.

Desmond says, “When people have a place to live, they become better parents, workers, and citizens.”

CCM recognizes the fact that no rehabilitation, no recovery, no improvement will be sustainable without stable housing.

Perhaps the person who is searching for stable housing is truly desiring something deeper; HOPE.

By giving them a place to call home, we open up a world of possibilities!

www.cooperativeministry.com
Gone Fishing!

One outdoor outfitter says; “teach someone to fish...and you may never see them again.”

At CCM...that’s the point!

Volunteering Opportunities Available to help create CCM’s newest approach to building family stability.

First class in January 2018

For more information about the Getting Ahead class and volunteer opportunities contact
Mark Jasmine 704-786-2906, markjasmine@ymail.com or Mike Wojciechowski 704-786-4709 x-820

“We know love by this, that He laid down his life for us—and we ought to lay down our lives for one another. How does God’s love abide in anyone who has the world’s goods and sees a brother or sister in need and yet refuses help?”

“Little children, let us love, not in word or speech, but in truth and action.” 1 John 3:16-18

Last Month at CCM

A single mother escaped homelessness with her one year old child; another graduated to stable housing while a third began building her permanent home. 25 families experienced the safety of housing. 500 families visited a pantry; 200 more received emergency food. 100 households were assisted to avoid eviction, loss of utilities or medications.

F&M Bank founded in 1909, is one of the largest community banks headquartered in the Charlotte Region and has branches located on Dale Earnhardt Boulevard and North Church Street in Cabarrus County. F & M has over 108 years in growing and improving the quality of life in the communities in which they are privileged to serve.

One of the many organizations that F&M Bank supports is Cooperative Christian Ministry. In addition to making annual donations to CCM, the Bank also hosts an annual summer food drive designed to assist the less fortunate at a time of the year when donations seem to be at an all-time low. CCM is also one of four food pantries that the bank donates to during the Christmas season.

“Giving back to the community is a huge part of our DNA,” says Steve Fisher, CEO and President of the bank. “Thank you for allowing us to be a small part of what Cooperative Christian Ministry does for our neighbors in need.”
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